Unite challenges Jeff Bezos to commit to neutrality
Amazon staff, “have serious concerns about bullying, mandatory overtime, intense
surveillance, break-neck production targets and more.
I am asking you to sign up to and abide by the declaration of neutrality, which
guarantees British and Irish workers the freedom to talk with and join unions without
fear of retribution." Sharon Graham, Unite Executive Officer.
This is our message to Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos. As reported in the Sunday Mirror and the
BBC, Unite has written to Jeff Bezos to demand that Amazon signs our declaration of
neutrality.
Bezos recently vowed to make Amazon "Earth's best employer". He could start by simply
catching up with the millions of employers that allow their workers a voice at work. A
decent employer listens to and respects the voice of its workforce. “Earth’s best
employer” would not spend millions fighting off attempts by its workers to form a union
voice.
The recent activities of Amazon in Alabama where they spent vast sums fighting an
aggressive anti-union campaign in the face of attempts by workers to form a union in one
workplace cannot be replicated here.
That is why our ‘declaration of neutrality’ is so important. If Amazon can be moved to a
position where they are not hostile, workers can win a voice.

Workers speak up through our Hotline
“There is a toxic culture of favouritism and bullying.”
“Managers continually flout social distancing and mask rules but discipline others
based on the same rules.”
“They have cut the staff by half and the volume has increased during the
pandemic. The staff got smaller and smaller, and now we are having to work way
more and they have the audacity to say that it is is for our safety's sake they
reduced the number of workers!”
“I had a panic attack at my work station and nearly passed out l, got
told that I could only take rest of day off and was to come back to work
the next day, there is no mental health support with the Amazon.”
“The targets are unbelievable unless you are friends with the
leadership.”
“It is full of discrimination, harassment against union members and
bullying.”
These are real comments from Amazon workers, contacting our
hotline. One worker told us how they had made management aware of
a pre-existing back complaint and when they started experiencing
problems raised the issue repeatedly until their spine ‘collapsed’,
leaving them with serious mobility issues.

This is why we are taking Action on Amazon.
Our online ads have now been seen hundreds of thousands of times and over 15,000 people have visited
our online hotline landing pages or called in on the Freephone numbers.
But we still want to hear from more workers. There are patches where we have very little information. We
have launched new ads in foreign language press and online forums, radio ads and organisers are visiting
the fulfilment centres, and we have launched a ‘pixel’ ads campaign to re-target visitors to our landing
pages who have not completed our hotline survey to make sure that everyone knows the hotline is open to
them.
The hotline survey is now available in Polish, Bulgarian, Romanian and Hungarian as well as English.
If you know anyone who works for Amazon, please share the hotline details and make sure they know
about it and share it safely with their colleagues.

Press update
We are determined that Amazon workers and management should hear our message – that Amazon
workers have a right to speak out and that Amazon must sign a declaration of neutrality.
Click on the image below to visit the news story.

You can help
Follow the campaign on social media, sign our petition, join our email list and invite your friends and colleagues to
support us:

https://actiononamazon.org/
https://www.facebook.com/ActionOnAmazon
https://twitter.com/ActionOn_Amazon
https://www.instagram.com/actiononamazon/
https://bit.ly/A_ASignUp

